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For the last two decades or so, ‘‘emergence’’ has proved to be one of the central

issues in many sciences. We are inclined to speak of emergence when, seemingly,

some features appear in a system which are either irreducible to the properties of

lower-level entities, or are unpredictable from the equations governing the behavior

of the parts, or are ‘‘new’’ or novel in some way. In the natural sciences as well as in

the human sciences, examples are quite common: the appearance of phase

transitions, of traffic-jams, of cell colonies, and so on.

A quick survey of the literature allows us to distinguish at least two forms of

emergence: the first type sometimes being called ‘‘synchronic emergence,’’ because

the emergent features of the upper level are given as soon as the lower level is there

(e.g., mental states, according to some psychological theories), while the second

type requires some time to appear (e.g., evolutionary transitions in the history of

life), so that it can be called ‘‘diachronic emergence’’ or dynamical emergence. One

approach to diachronic emergent phenomena takes them as unpredictable in an

analytical way from the equations of the system (the kind of analyticity involved

needs to be carefully elaborated), so that one of the only ways to study them is

through simulations, namely, ascribing simple—possibly deterministic—rules to a

set of elements in order to see what happens after a determinate time. The Game of

Life, Cellular Automata in general, or the whole field of Artificial Life, are instances

of such kinds of models. Although structurally different (because of their use of

random methods) genetic algorithms as conceived by Holland are dealing with

similar kinds of problems. This establishes a close link between the concept of

emergence and computation or computer simulations, which can perhaps be

captured by the idea that an emergent phenomenon is one that arises from a
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computationally incompressible process. Let us explicate the issues raised by an

investigation of this link.

The many uses of ‘‘emergence’’ in some scientific fields, as well as the multiple

philosophical contexts in which this concept appears, suggests an initial task,

namely, to classify those various uses and concepts. First, what is really emerging:

properties, forms, laws, entities? Is it possible to specify the types of emergence by

focusing on what emerges in each case? Can we speak about emergent properties as

much as emergent entities or laws, and is there a way of correlating those

discourses?

Then, apart from the initial division between ‘‘diachronic’’ and ‘‘synchronic’’

emergence—which has surely to be worked out in order to show the relationships

between those two forms—we could question the difference between emergence

and one of its closest concept, ‘‘supervenience’’. Humphreys (1997) and

McLaughlin (1997) took opposite stances on this topic, the former arguing that

emergence concerns cases in which the concept of supervenience fails to obtain,

whereas the latter takes emergence as a special case of supervenience. So in general,

is emergence a kind of supervenience, or is the latter a prerequisite for the former?

Is the multiple realizability of properties, a common characteristic of supervenience,

involved in the nature of emergence?

Those issues lead to a sort of typology of emergence. The questions here are

manifold, such as: Do we need to distinguish a ‘‘strong’’ and a ‘‘weak’’ emergence

[as Bedau (1997), Stephan (2002), Silberstein and McGeever (1999) stated in

various ways] by introducing a computational criterion for weak emergence? And

can we therefore distinguish strong or weak emergence according to how they deal

with the problem of downward causation, or to the ontological commitments they

carry? Moreover, can we identify a few paradigmatic examples for the major forms

of emergence, so that temperature, entropy, fitness, and cooperation could

exemplify some main forms of emergence, whether diachronic or synchronic,

strong or weak, and can computational criteria of emergence demarcate those

forms? Are these paradigmatical forms able to be ordered in a kind of continuum,

from the weakest to the strongest emergence, and is this putative continuum, if it

exists, likely to be captured through computational concepts?

Other problems appear concerning the criteria for those types of emergence. Up

to this point, the link between criteria for emergence and simulation can be put in

this way: Is the unavoidability of simulation, or the incompressibility of computing

the final state, a sufficient criterion for diachronic emergence? And is this criterion

epistemological or ontological, i.e. does this criterion lead to a description of

emergence which depends on our cognitive abilities, or does it provide an essential
characterization of the phenomenon? Yet how can we prove that the unpredict-

ability, except by simulation, picks out an objective property of a system, and is not

a peculiar limitation of our cognitive abilities? What kind of further criteria do we

need if we want a more fine-grained classification of diachronic emergences? Can

we derive such a classification from a typology of simulations?

The criterion problem belongs to a large class of questions about what one could

call the grammar of the concept of emergence—which of course is not unrelated to

the questions of typology. For example, if speaking of ‘‘emergence’’ implies a
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separation between levels, how do we define those levels? Is this only a question of

scale (macro vs. micro-levels)? Should levels be mereologically defined, so that

talking of emergent properties amounts to talking of properties of a whole that are

not reducible to properties of the parts? Bechtel and Richardson (1993) base their

typology of explanatory strategy on such a mereological definition of emergence.

Wimsatt (2007) gives a straightforward formulation of this kind of account by

characterizing emergence as a failure of the precise conditions that define

‘‘aggregativity’’, this concept standing for the kind of reducibility of a whole to

its parts that most authors had in mind as the opposite of emergence.

The previous concerns about criteria here should invite us to take into account the

use of simulations in approaches to emergence in order to solve those grammatical

or logical questions. Therefore, some traditional questions—like downward

causation, or the causal ineffectiveness of upper level properties—usually addressed

in metaphysics or the philosophy of mind from the point of view of supervenience

or multiple realizability, could be fruitfully formulated by considering those issues

of simulation, computational models and diachronic emergence.

Another range of problems is raised by the epistemology of simulation, and the

features peculiar to this kind of understanding. The basic problem here is this: What

do we understand when we make a simulation, for example a model of traffic by

cellular automata, or a sequence of ‘‘game of life’’? And more basically, what do we

understand by a simulation? Is the simulation a model of the phenomena (assuming

that we have a precise concept of ‘‘model’’)? Further, what is the specificity of this

kind of model, compared, for example, to models in electricity (circuits) or in

biology (multi-locus models in population genetics, adaptive landscapes…)? Does

this specificity imply a peculiar role for the visual dimension of understanding as

opposed to the traditionally linguistic or predicative conception of what it means to

understand something? Moreover, if our simulation enables us to draw lines

between classes of phenomena (Wolfram classes, etc.) according to the visible

results, and then to distinguish between sets of initial rules, what is the status of

those classes when related to the facts of nature? Are they ipso facto classes of

facts? Is the wolfranian assertion according to which nature is a universal class-IV

cellular automaton [or an analogous idea that could be found in the works of

Crutchfield (1994) and his collaborators on computational mechanics] robust

enough to justify such assimilation between the state of a simulation and the state of

things in the world? This most general question, central to any account of

emergence that strives to make it relevant to our scientific accounts of the world as it

is—and not only to our tools for depicting the possible worlds—could be formulated

in the following way: if we can pick out some properties or processes as emergent

according to some computational criteria applied to a simulation of the matter of

facts they belong to, and if those criteria are not dependent upon our cognitive

abilities but objective in the sense that mathematical properties might be said to be

objective, is this status of ‘‘being emergent’’ ipso facto an ontological property, e.g.

a property which concerns not only our concepts for describing matters of fact, but

this matter of fact itself?

It seems that we need new epistemological categories in order to apprehend what

exactly is at stake in the peculiar ‘‘knowledge’’ provided by those models and
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simulations, since we still lack a clear representation of their basic features, as has

been argued by Paul Humphreys in Extending Ourselves (Humphreys 2004). Is this

knowledge still similar to what has traditionally been called ‘‘knowledge’’? For

instance we should ask the following questions: in a simulation, since it is not the

‘‘real’’ time of phenomena, is it an arbitrary measure? What is the epistemological

status of those basic entities, like the computation ‘‘cells’’, the bare individuals in

the agent-based models or the ‘‘building blocks’’, of which any simulation makes

use: are they themselves a model of something, or is there no mapping on to real,

differentiated, individuals? And given that time might be a relevant criterion to pick

out cases of diachronic emergence, what is the best way to interpret the

computational time involved? This issue is multifaceted since, as noted in the

papers included here, time is also an important dimension when it comes to judge

something as emergent, since emergence seems to come with robustness, and

robustness involves some endurance in time.

The consequences of a generalized use of computational models on the

disciplinary boundaries raises questions about the nature of such an epistemological

shift. If the same way of modeling—for example a cellular automaton with a given

rule—can represent either a transition phase in a liquid or a crisis in a stock

exchange, what is the status of such a model? While wondering to which science it

belongs, we are led to question the received view of the architecture of science as a

hierarchy from fundamental physics to sociology, inherited from the positivistic

tradition. We do not know yet whether—provided that we have a robust concept of

emergence, possibly computational—(a) an emerging phenomenon initially happens

inside one peculiar domain, or one special science devoted to this domain (e.g.,

biology, economy, etc.) which then sometimes leads to a common model able for

contingent reasons to be used in several sciences (like the same equation being used

to account for two essentially different phenomena, e.g., gravitation and static

electricity), or (b) the emergence phenomenon is essentially the same across all

domains and hence deserves a peculiar kind of science, besides the special sciences,

which perhaps deals with their common internal structures. In the latter case, the

cells, or building blocks, and their rules, are not models of basic elements in the

phenomena, but are the primitive methodological elements of a formal science

devoted to no special ontological domain. According to this option, one should

therefore question how causality pertains to this domain, since on the one hand

science traditionally looks for causal explanations, and on the other hand here we

have no real processes to do the causal job. For this reason a scientific approach to

emergence as such has to investigate the claims and the explanatory structure of

computational mechanics, which allows room for so-called causal processes within

computational science, as exemplified by works of Crutchfield, Mitchell, Forrest

and others. Recently, Batterman (2002) has argued that emergence pertains to

explanatory strategies that abstract from individual causal processes, and illumi-

nates peculiar structures lying at the boundary of extant theories. Albeit different in

kind, the computational approach of emergence and the vindication of any formal

science of emergent phenomena will not contradict this view, and their comparison

should be of interest.
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Such a science of emergence should therefore be defined and compared to

existing sciences or ways of making science—and above all, to the science of non-

linear systems. Emerging phenomena do share some features with so-called

deterministic chaos; the ‘‘strange attractors,’’ proper to some deterministic-chaotic

configurations, could be seen as emerging forms. Although non-linear physics

usually represents reality by differential equations governing the elements in a

system, while speaking of diachronic emergence implies using simplified rules and

discrete states to make a model of the phenomena, those two approaches should

appear similar in the end, the latter being a way of making the former discrete. It

seems that a comparison between attractors and emerging forms in computational

models has to be worked out in order to specify the peculiar features of the concept

of emergence. Rueger (2000) has addressed the issue of dynamical emergence

within dynamical systems theory by adopting the topological approach character-

istic of that area, but this raises the question of whether these geometric methods

fully capture the dynamical aspects of dynamic emergence.

More generally, emergence is a term widely used in a diffuse galaxy of theories

including those of ‘‘self-organization’’, ‘‘the edge of chaos’’, and ‘‘complexity

sciences’’ that all aim at a scientific understanding of phenomena common to

several ontological domains, for example social and physical, or biotic and abiotic.

It seems that defining a precise concept of emergence would help us to apprehend

the various uses of the word, and then to apprehend the true place of what is

rigorously speaking ‘‘emergent’’ in this complex fauna of theories. An exploration

of simulations, then, could hold the promise of a rigorous understanding of

emergence, since they are somehow more transparent than nature, in the sense that

we control all parameters from the beginning. Hence computational criteria of

emergence could be a road to assessing the status and scope of emergence in

sciences and in nature.

In general in this issue, the authors are concerned to address the two following

very general points: is a concept of dynamical emergence possible through

computational considerations of compressibility, and what would be the status of

such a concept? Is dynamical emergence the object of formal theories in

computational science, or is it an ontological predicate likely to be ascribed to

some states, properties or processes of the world? And, if one vindicates this latter

option, is he committed to a general thesis about the computational character of

nature, or can the ontological scope of dynamical emergence be sustained with

lesser theoretical assumptions on how the world is?
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